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all the fleets and great ships which sail on it, and will sail, is very complete and without limitations,
as it should be; for there is no impediment nor difficulty. But it is my will, and I declare, that you
have not to intervene in what concerns ships freighted by any person for the transport of merchandise
from one part to another; but have to, and should, leave them free on the sea, and in the ports,
to pursue their voyages and do what they wish without constraining them, nor commanding in
anything, nor exercising any judicial authority whatever over them; nor have you to exercise
authority over the other ships and fleets built in Portugal for the Oriental Indies and the Islands of
that Crown for the account of that Kingdom: Nor in those of the merchant fleets built in Andalusia
for the West Indies and the Islands and continent of the Ocean-Sea; nor impede their carrying or
bringing in them for their security a few more soldiers and arms than they generally carry, or
bring to others some for defence; For in what concerns the expedition of the merchant fleets and
the fleets of the said Indies I wish that they remain in the usual custom and form of trade without
in this altering in any way, by reason of your said charge, the jurisdiction and authority of him
whose authority is only over the fleets and armed ships which issue from the ports and navigate as
fleets in the Ocean-Sea in order to search for the corsairs, and for the other expeditions and enterprises
I shall order; and with this limitation and explanation you will have to you, and practise, the said
office of Captain-General of all the said Ocean-Sea according to the power and title you hold from
me, and in no other manner.
 14.	As you know, by proclamations and laws of my kingdoms and other ordinances and permits,
there stand explained and ordered the Artillery, arms, and men with whom each ship has to navigate
and serve as a fleet as well as a merchant fleet, according to its tonnage and size, so as to proceed
with sufficient defence and security; and I charged my justices of these my kingdoms that before
the ships leave the ports in which they happen to be, they have them searched and examined, so
that they carry all they should carry, and they receive no hurt through lack of them. And likewise
is explained the order to be observed in taking advantage of the superiority of some over others, in
the freights and voyages which offer; and that no merchandise in foreign ships be taken or carried
out of the ports and coasts of kingdoms of the Crown of Castile, because on such occasions goods
are interchanged and there are more of the native ones and of these, take particular care; if there
should be, in the carrying out of this, some carelessness or negligence which it seems to you should
be provided against and remedied, advise me of it and of what occurs to you, so that I order it to
be done and carried out, as is best for my service.
 15.	Over the people of the said fleet and ships I give you command and jurisdiction, entirely
and fully, so that you have and hold it in cases of crimes committed at sea; and likewise I give
it to you over whatsoever other inhabitants of the land for crimes committed by them on board of
the said fleets of whatever kind against those sailing in them.   But if some of the said fleet commit
crimes on land, in any of my kingdoms and estates, the knowledge of it must be brought to the
Viceroy or Governor or Captain-general of such kingdom and estate of mine, if the said crimes were
committed against the inhabitants of the land: explaining in one case and in the other that if the
crime which the inhabitant of the land commits is committed in the fleet, against a landsman,
although he has been arrested at sea by the justice of the fleet, it must be afterwards remitted and put
into die hands of the land-justice; and likewise if the crime a man of the fleet commits on land
against another man of the fleet, although he has been taken by the land-justice, the case must be
remitted and put into the hands also of the sea-justice.   But in cases of extraction of prohibited and
forbidden things which are taken out of the sea on the shore against the laws and orders in usage
in the said kingdoms, I wish, and it is my will, because of the importance of avoiding this difficulty,
that if one from the fleet, who has committed this crime afloat were afterwards arrested on land,
knows such a case, and is arrested by the land-justice, I charge you most (earnestly) that this crime
of extraction you punish severely; and that in everything you provide and give orders that the
people of the said fleets behave with good discipline and that between them and the inhabitants of
the land, where the said fleets use the harbours, there be good relations; and that differences and
rivalries between them be overlooked, and that all obey this my order, which I in the same way

